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Abstract

Introduction: Knowledge on the exposure characteristics, including release of nanomaterials, 
is especially needed in the later stages of nano-enabled products’ life cycles to perform better 
occupational risk assessments. The objective of this study was to assess the concentrations 
during sawing and drilling in car bumpers containing multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) 
and nanosized organic pigment (OP) under variable realistic workplace situations related to the 
ventilation in the room and machine settings.
Methods: Twelve different experiments were performed in triplicate (N = 36) using tools powered 
by induction engines that allow interference-free particle measurements. A DiSCmini was used to 
measure particle number concentrations, whereas particle size distributions were measured using 
Aerodynamic Particle Sizer (TSI), Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer (TSI), and Electrical Low Pressure 
Impactor (Dekati). In addition, inhalable particles were sampled using IOM samplers on filters for 
scanning electron microscope/energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometry (SEM/EDX) analyses. Data 
were analysed to estimate the effects of individual exposure determinants, in a two-stage modelling 
strategy using Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average models (stage 1) and subsequently 
combining first stage results in simulations using multiple linear regression models (stage 2).
Results: In sawing experiments, partly melted carbon-rich particles (mainly ~2 to ~8 µm) were 
identified with SEM/EDX, whereas drilling experiments revealed no activity-related particles. In 
addition, no pristine engineered nanoparticles (MWCNTs and OP) were observed to be liberated 
from the matrix. Statistical analyses showed significant effects of a higher sawing speed, a reduction 
in air concentration due to mechanical ventilation, and less exposure during sawing of car bumpers 
containing MWCNTs compared to bumpers containing OP.
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Conclusion: The experiments in this study give an indication of the effects of different abrasive 
activities (sawing, drilling), machine settings (sawing speed, drill size), mechanical ventilation, and 
material characteristics on the manufactured nano-objects, their agglomerates, and aggregates 
concentration levels.

Keywords:  abrasion; drilling; nanomaterials; NOAA; release testing; sawing

Introduction

Nanotechnology is a fast-growing and rapidly advancing 
technology, impacting global industry and society 
with numerous new manufactured nanomaterials and 
products containing these nanomaterials (Schulte et al., 
2016). Nanotechnology is moving from small research 
and development (R and D) scale to larger industrial 
scale (Invernizzi, 2011), but the physical and chemical 
properties of manufactured nano-objects (MNOs) raise 
health-related concerns (NIOSH, 2013).

The potential exposure of workers to manufactured 
nano-objects, their agglomerates, and aggregates 
(NOAA) has received considerable attention in recent 
years (Debia et al., 2016; Kuijpers et al., 2017), as 
occupational exposure levels are normally higher 
than consumer exposure levels and their safety is a 
cornerstone of responsible innovation. According to 
Schneider et al. (2011), occupational activities with 
MNO cover the whole life cycle of a nanotechnology-
based product, which can be divided into four stages, 
namely (i) synthesis of MNO, (ii) handling and transfer 
of MNO, (iii) application of products containing MNO, 
and (iv) fracturing and abrasion of products that include 
MNO. In contrast to workers involved in the first stages 
of the product life cycle, the awareness of end users about 
the presence of MNOs in their products is relatively low 
(Broekhuizen et al., 2011). Increasing awareness requires 
more knowledge about scenarios with quantitative 
release of NOAA (Koivisto et al., 2017).

Previous studies on the exposure potential of NOAA 
during the final stage (4) fracturing and abrasion 
predominantly focused on sanding activities on products 
containing multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) 
and silica (Bello, 2009; Koponen et al., 2009; Vorbau 
et al., 2009; Göhler et al., 2010, Koponen et al., 2011; 
Huang et al., 2012; Gomez et al., 2014; Fransman et al., 
2016; Koivisto, et al., 2017). Only a limited number 
of (simulated) workplace studies focused on other 
occupational activities regularly performed, such as 
sawing (Bello, 2009; Methner et al., 2012; Gomez et al., 
2014; Bekker et al., 2015) and solid core drilling activities 
(Bello et al., 2010; Sachse et al., 2013). Concentration 
levels of nanoparticles (including NOAA) were up to 
1.6E6 # cm−3 and 2.0E5 # cm−3 for sawing and drilling, 

respectively. In general, interpretation of the results 
from abrasion and fracturing studies is challenging as 
measurements have shown that particles emitted by 
electrical tools themselves were repeatedly reported as 
a major source of nanosize particles (Koponen et al., 
2009; Broekhuizen et al., 2011; Kuhlbusch et al., 2011; 
Wohlleben et al., 2011; Fransman et al., 2016; Kuijpers 
et al., 2017). More research is needed for realistic risk 
assessments in the later stages of the life cycle of MNO for 
activities other than sanding, not influenced by particles 
emitted by electrical tools themselves.

The objective of this study was to assess the 
potential exposure (qualitatively morphology and 
chemical composition and quantitatively particle 
number concentration and particle size distribution) 
of NOAAs and other (formulated) nanosized particles 
during automatic sawing and drilling. For this purpose, 
real-time aerosol concentrations were measured both 
in the vicinity and far from the activity in a controlled 
environment. In total, 12 simulated workplace 
experiments were completed to investigate various 
determinates of exposure, namely type of MNO [car 
bumpers containing nanosized MWCNT or nanosized 
organic pigment (OP)]; activity (automated sawing or 
drilling); instrument settings (speed for sawing, drill 
size for drilling); and mechanical ventilation (on/off). 
Furthermore, each of the experiments was repeated three 
times to assess the variability in concentration levels.

Methods

Studied materials
The test materials included two car bumpers: a red 
high-density polyethylene (HDPE) polymer matrix 
containing 0.2 weight percent (wt. %) OP Red 254 
and a black polyurethane (PU) matrix containing 0.09 
wt. % MWCNT (Sotiriou et al., 2016). The OP Red 
254 particles have a diameter of 26 nm and a Brunauer 
Emmet and Teller surface of 94 m2 g−1. MWCNTs have 
on average a diameter of 9.5 nm, a length of 1.5 µm, 
and a BET surface of 250–300 m2 g−1. Both types of car 
bumpers have a comparable tensile stress, which is the 
capacity of the car bumpers to withstand loads tending 
to elongate (ISO 527-2). Prior to the experiments, the 
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car bumpers were cut over the length in several parts to 
create equally sized objects of ca. 50 × 10 × 1 cm. The 
nanomaterials and car bumpers were tested as one of the 
selected life-cycle test materials in the FP7 ‘Sustainable 
Nanotechnologies’ Project (www.sun-fp7.eu).

Experimental set-up and environmental 
conditions
The experiments were performed in an experimental 
room of 19.5 m3 (length 3.90 m × width 2.10 m × height 
2.38 m), which was previously described (Fransman 
et  al., 2016; Bekker et  al., 2017). Environmental 
conditions in the room were controlled during the 
experiments with temperatures and relative humidity 
ranging from 18 to 22°C and 35 to 42%, respectively. 
Two different settings of the mechanical ventilation 
and the effect on concentration levels were evaluated 
with the experiments: 0 air change per hour (ACH) and 
3.5 ACH as determined using an automatic air volume 
flow meter (TSI, Airflow Instruments ProHood Capture 
Hood PH731). The test room was flushed between 
two experiments using the maximum capacity of the 
mechanical ventilation (~20 ACH) to allow a maximum 
background concentration prior to every experiment of 
<200 # cm−3 [using Electrical Low Pressure Impactor 
(ELPI) (+), model 9721 Dekati]. In addition, during this 
period between the experiments, the room was cleaned 
with a wet duster and a professional vacuum cleaner 
with a high-efficiency particulate air filter.

Previous release experiments reported significant 
particle emissions from electric motors in the machines 
used for abrasive activities (Koponen et  al., 2009; 
Broekhuizen et  al., 2011; Kuhlbusch et  al., 2011; 
Wohlleben et al., 2011; Fransman et al., 2016), which 
was explained by carbon brushes sliding over copper 
commutator contacts (Lioy et  al., 1999; Szymczak 
et al., 2007). As these particles influence the results of 
the release experiments, this study used a bandsaw 
table and a drill table both with an induction motor. 
These induction motors were selected, as no particles 
are emitted by the motor, which was confirmed in the 
experimental room prior to the experiments. A bandsaw 
table was used for the sawing experiments (Metabo, BAS 
318, EAN 4007430304940) with two different sawing 
speeds (410 and 880 m min−1). The drill table used 
for the drilling experiments (Dedra DED7708, EAN 
5902628770806) was operated (2700 r.p.m) using two 
different titanium drill bits (4 and 8 mm).

The total measurement duration of every experiment 
was 13 min and consisted of 5 min of background 
measurements before the activity (phase 1), followed 
by 3 min of the activity (phase 2) and 5 min after the 

activity (phase 3). The fieldworker that performed the 
tests was in the experimental room during the entire 
experiment, using respirator protective equipment (P3 
filter). To standardize the experiments, the numbers and 
duration of drill holes and the sawed length were equal 
in every experiment. An overview of the performed 
experiments and the studied variables is shown in 
Table 1. We performed four different experiments (all 
performed in triplicate) using the drill table, varying the 
type of car bumper (MWCNT or OP) and drill size (4 
and 8 mm). Eight different experiments (in triplicate) 
were completed using the band-saw table, varying the 
nanomaterial (MWCNT or OP) in the car bumper, 
sawing speed (410 and 880 m min−1), and mechanical 
ventilation [0 and 3.5 ACH (only for sawing)].

Instrumentation
All measurement instruments were placed outside the 
room and attached with anti-static sampling tubes 
or with the tube type as provided by the instrument 
(<50 cm) to minimize the effect of the instruments on 
the experimental results. The inlets of the instruments 
were placed as close as possible to the source (near 
field; NF, ~20 cm) or in the opposite corner of the room 
(~4 m, far field; FF). All instrument types were used 
for measurements at both the NF and FF measurement 
locations. For a schematic overview of the experimental 
set-up and the position of the instruments, see 
Supplementary Figure 1 (available at Annals of Work 
Exposures and Health online).

Inhalable dust particles were collected on 25-mm 
nickel-coated nucleopore filters (pore size 0.4 µm) for 
morphology, chemical composition, and size using an 
IOM sampler and a volume flow of 2 l min−1 provided 
by Buck Basic-5MH pumps. Filters were loaded only 

Table 1.  Summary determinates and variables.

Determinants Variables

Car bumper Red HDPE matrix with 0.2 wt. % OP

 Black PU matrix with 0.09 wt. % 

MWCNT

Abrasive machines Bandsaw table

 Drill table

Machine settings Speed for sawing (410 and  

880 m min−1)

 Drill size for drilling (4 and 8 mm)

Mechanical ventilation 0 ACH

 3.5 ACH (only for sawing)

HDPE = high density polyethylene; OP = organic pigment; PU = polyurethane; 

MWCNT = multi-walled carbon nanotubes; ACH = air change per hour.
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during phase 2 and 3 and triplicate experiments were 
combined on one filter resulting in a total sampling 
duration of 24 min (48 l) per filter. Only a selection of 
the filters collected in the NF were analysed by scanning 
electron microscope (SEM, model MIRA-LMH, Tescan) 
and in situ chemical analysis by energy-dispersive X-ray 
spectrometry (EDX spectrometer with XFlash 4010 
detector; Bruker), as similar qualitative results may be 
expected in the FF.

In order to quantify the concentration levels, particle 
number concentrations were assessed in the range 
of 10–300 nm using the DiSCmini (Matter Aerosol, 
Switzerland). In addition, the particle size distributions 
were measured using a Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer 
(SMPS, model 3936 with long DMA model 3081 and 
water CPC 3786, TSI Inc.), an Aerodynamic Particle 
Sizer (APS model 3321, TSI Inc.), and an ELPI + (NF) 
and ELPI (FF) (Model 9721, Dekati). The measured size 
range and response time for the SMPS, APS, ELPI, and 
ELPI (+) were 11.3–514 nm (1 min), 0.5–20 µm (1 s), 
0.007–10 µm (1 s), and 0.006–10 µm (1 s), respectively. 
Due to technical issues, no data were collected for four 
experiments with the ELPI + and for one experiment 
with the SMPS. Results for particle size distributions 
were normalized to dN/dlogDp to compare the 
distributions taken of the same aerosol using different 
instruments with different size resolutions (mobility or 
aerodynamic diameter).

Statistical analyses
The methodology to analyse the particle number 
concentrations collected with the DiSCmini and the 
particle size distributions sampled with the SMPS, APS, 
and ELPI (+) was previously described by Bekker et al., 
2017. In brief, a two-stage modelling strategy was 
applied: in stage 1, an autoregressive integrated moving 
average (ARIMA) model was used for individual 
experiments; in stage 2 the individual results of stage 
1 were combined to evaluate and quantify the effect of 
the different determinants and variables.

In stage 1, ARIMA models were used to take into 
account the pattern of autocorrelation in the sequential 
measurements collected with real-time instruments. In 
a stepwise approach that was previously described by 
Klein Entink et al. (2011) and Klein Entink et al. (2015), 
the data were forced for stationarity as assumed by an 
ARIMA model. A second-order moving-average model 
was applied (100 iterations), which had the best fit with 
the measurement data. In addition, the data set included 
for every data point a binary (0, 1) variable, to indicate 
the data related to the background and the activity. 
As a result, model estimates were derived for both the 

average background and the average activity number 
concentration (DiSCmini) or size distribution (SMPS, 
APS, and ELPI (+)). Next, activity-effect estimates (β) 
and standard error (SE) were used in stage 2 of the 
analysis.

In stage 2, it was assumed that the uncertainty in the 
stage 1 results is characterized by a lognormal model 
with the estimated mean (β) and SE. To account for this 
uncertainty, a Monte Carlo simulation was performed 
randomly selecting values (n  =  1000) from the 
distribution. The selected values were used in a multiple 
linear regression model with the evaluated determinants 
as independent variables. Regression coefficients (β) and 
SE were pooled per experiment. Finally, β results were 
exponentiated (by squaring) to obtain geometric mean 
ratios (GMR). All statistical analyses were performed in 
R studio version 3.1.2 (R Core Team, 2014).

Results

Characterization of released particles
In total, 24 nickel-coated nucleopore filters (12 different 
experiments, both NF and FF) were collected of which 
only 6 filters were analysed by analytical SEM, focusing 
first on the filters with the highest particle loading. The 
filters selected to qualify the release were all collected 
in the NF of the experiments, with three filters for the 
red car bumper containing OP and with three filters for 
the black car bumper containing MWCNTs. The three 
filters for both the red and black car bumper varied in 
the abrasive activities performed during the experiments 
(N = 2 × 2 for sawing, N = 2 × 1 for drilling). The filters 
for the sawing experiments varied in the bandsaw table 
setting (speed 410 and 880 m min−1), whereas for drilling 
only the filters for the 8-mm drill bit were analysed. In 
general, no MWCNTs and OP particles were observed 
to be liberated from the matrix. Furthermore, for the 
drilling experiments no activity-related particles from 
the test materials were observed. But, for the sawing 
experiments activity-related carbon-rich particles 
were observed as spherical conglomerates with sizes 
between ~100 and 20 µm (but mainly between ~2 and 
~8 µm), which included either MWCNT or OP. These 
results can be extrapolated to the filters collected during 
other experiments, which were not analysed, as the 
morphology, chemical composition, and size of emitted 
particles are expected to be comparable. The smooth 
surface of the observed particles can be explained by 
heat production of the bandsaw table, which (partly) 
melted the abrasively treated objects. Figure 1 shows 
four examples of the observed activity-related particles 
for the sawing experiments. Fragments of the OP 
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containing HDPE matrix are shown in Fig. 1A and B, 
whereas MWCNTs containing PU matrix fragments are 
shown in Fig. 1C and D.

Activity-effect estimates
During the drilling experiments, relatively low particle 
number concentrations were measured (DiSCmini, 
<800 # cm−3) as compared to background concentrations 
(100–200 # cm−3), whereas no (visual) differences were 
observed in particle size distributions [10 nm–20 µm; 
SMPS, APS, ELPI (+)]. For the sawing experiments, 
relatively high particle number concentrations were 
found (DiSCmini, up to 1.2E6 # cm−3) as compared to 
comparable background levels (100–200 # cm−3). Visual 
differences in particle size distributions were observed 
(based on comparing the individual graphs) in the SMPS, 
APS, and ELPI (+) data with more detected particles 
between 10 and ~200 nm compared to background 
concentrations.

In Table 2, the average particle number concentration 
and particle size are available per triplicated experiments 
per instrument in NF and FF using the stage 1 ARIMA 
models. Individual results of the experiments geometric 
mean (GM) and geometric standard deviation (GSD) 
and the results of the statistical analyses of the individual 
experiments (stage 1) are available in Supplementary 
Tables 1–4 (available at Annals of Work Exposures and 

Health online). The regression models (second stage) for 
drilling activities showed no significant relation between 
number concentrations, particle size distributions, and 
the studied determinants (type of car bumper, machine 
settings) and corresponding variables (red HDPE matrix 
with 0.2 wt. % OP versus black PU matrix with 0.09 
wt. % MWCNT, drill size 4 mm versus 8 mm) in the 
NF (Table 3) and the FF (Table 3). Significant differences 
in particle number concentrations and particle size 
distributions were found for the sawing experiments in 
the NF (Table 4) and the FF (Table 4). Regarding the 
number concentrations, a higher sawing speed (880 
versus 410 m min−1) resulted in significantly higher 
concentrations with GMRs of 59 (P = < 0.01) and 22 
(P = < 0.01) in NF and FF, respectively. In the FF a 
significantly higher concentration was found for the car 
bumpers containing OP compared to the ones containing 
MWCNTs (GMR = 0.45, P = 0.02), but results were not 
statistically significant in the NF although the direction 
of the effect was similar (GMR = 0.92, P = 0.81). This 
finding is most likely explained by the operator in the 
experimental room who influenced the airflows more in 
the NF compared to the FF. General room ventilation 
at 3.5 ACH reduced the particle number concentration 
in air when the ventilation was active, but results were 
only borderline statistically significant (GMR 0.53, 
P = 0.06). Regarding the particle size distributions, the 

Figure 1.  Four examples of activity related released matrix particles for sawing, with a smooth surface morphology, (partly) 
melted due to the bandsaw table. In 1A and 1B organic pigment (OP) containing high density polyethylene (HDPE) matrix 
fragments, in 1C and 1D MWCNT containing polyurethane (PU) matrix fragments.
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ELPI + showed smaller particles for higher sawing speed 
in the NF (GMR = 1.15, P = 0.01), whereas in the FF 
larger particles were found for MWCNT-containing car 
bumpers (GMR = 0.92, P < 0.01) and higher sawing 
speed (GMR = 1.08, P < 0.01), and smaller particles 
with ventilation (GMR = 0.86, P < 0.01).

Discussion

This study provides a comprehensive overview of 
simulated occupational sawing and drilling in car 
bumpers containing either OP or MWCNTs, testing the 
effect of different variables on the concentration levels 
measured in the NF and FF, which included machine 

settings and mechanical ventilation. The controlled 
experimental environment, no disturbing particle 
emissions from the sawing and drilling machines, a 
consistently used method (in triplicate) of data collection, 
and the detailed statistical analyses allowed to study the 
contribution of potential determinants of the release of 
MNO both in the NF and FF. SEM/EDX analyses of 
filters collected during sawing revealed (partly melted) 
carbon-rich particles as spherical conglomerates 
(~100 nm–20 µm but mainly between ~2 and ~8 µm), 
whereas for drilling no activity-related particles were 
observed. A higher sawing speed significantly contributed 
to more particles released, both in NF and FF. Ventilation 
reduced the particle number concentration and shifted 

Table 2.  Average particle number concentrations (# cm−3) and particle size (nm or µm) with GM and GSD results 
averaged for the triplicated experiments, with NF and FF results.

NF

Exp. No. DiSCmini SMPS APS ELPI +

GM (#cm−3) GSD GM (nm) GSD GM (µm) GSD GM (nm) GSD

1–3 11.81 1.78 60.13 1.02 1.00 1.04 10.92 1.04

4–6 93.19 1.51 57.56 1.04 0.99 1.07 12.07 1.10

7–9 77.86 2.29 55.82 1.01 0.97 1.07 13.79 1.15

10–12 0 1.92 13.72 1.06 0.98 1.08 — —

13–15 17820.71 2.21 34.83 1.57 1.07 1.06 14.31 1.49

16–18 15926.93 1.98 39.84 1.38 1.10 1.07 11.50 1.20

19–21 24411.93 1.86 29.12 1.49 1.11 1.04 15.85 1.16

22–24 28675.76 1.66 37.92 1.43 1.09 1.05 20.97 1.35

25–27 492746.53 2.64 24.31 1.41 1.09 1.05 6.46* 1.32

28–30 250611.98 2.13 29.02 1.96 0.99 1.04 10.91 2.20

31–33 501365.62 1.99 31.90 1.32 0.96 1.05 10.36 1.04

34–36 311600.73 2.02 28.24 1.90 1.02 1.05 11.19 1.10

FF

Exp. No. DiSCmini SMPS APS ELPI

GM (# cm−3) GSD GM (nm) GSD GM (µm) GSD GM (nm) GSD

1–3 0 1.89 62.79 1.06 1.17 1.07 47.58 1.35

4–6 0 1.74 58.65 1.03 1.07 1.07 47.22 1.20

7–9 0 1.14 55.11 1.02 1.03 1.10 55.61 1.09

10–12 0 1.13 13.82 1.02 1.04 1.09 42.49 1.08

13–15 2498.07 1.79 33.28 1.67 1.22 1.08 53.71 1.20

16–18 3507.45 2.11 37.20 1.36 1.31 1.09 55.86 1.31

19–21 4601.84 2.29 35.03 1.40 1.28 1.06 55.22 1.09

22–24 5758.37 2.08 31.16 1.77 1.22 1.08 68.44 1.24

25–27 147676.90 4.08 25.14 1.49 1.23 1.06 44.61 1.18

28–30 46979.95 2.78 22.22 1.33 1.10 1.07 44.12 1.16

31–33 90240.11 3.67 36.58 1.53 1.12 1.09 46.14 1.19

34–36 86562.76 2.91 28.86 1.95 1.15 1.09 55.18 1.17

GM = geometric mean; GSD = geometric standard deviation; NF = near field; FF = far field.
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the particle size distribution to larger particles when the 
ventilation was active, but results were only significant 
for the particle size distribution in the FF. The car 
bumpers containing MWCNTs showed fewer released 
particles for the sawing experiments, but only significant 
in the FF.

In two other comparable drilling experiments, 
different composites were investigated, which included 
nanosized silica, nanoclay, microsized polyamide, and 
polypropylene composites (Sachse et al., 2012; Sachse 
et  al., 2013). In both studies, a handheld Makita 
angle drill was situated outside of the experimental 
testing room. Although the authors found large 
differences in dust generation between the different 
tested composites, the results were not conclusive 
on the effect of nanoparticles on the tensile stress of 
the composites and the type(s) of released particles 
explaining the differences in generated particles. 
Bello et al. (2010) studied exposures to nanoparticles 
and nanofibres during drilling of two types of hybrid 
composites containing aluminium or carbon fibres and 
carbon nanotube (CNT). This study revealed airborne 
clusters of CNTs and ultra-fine (<5 nm) aerosols due 
to thermal degradation of the composite material. Both 
higher input energy and the type of the composite were 

identified as an important exposure modifying factor, 
with CNT-composites generally having a tendency 
to release less particles. The authors recommended 
additional work for a better understanding of the 
contributing particles on the total particles released. In 
contrast, in this study we showed no significant release 
of airborne particles during drilling activities. Although 
a subtle effect on particle release due to drilling 
activities cannot be excluded, no concentrations up 
to 2E5 #cm−3 were found, as observed by the previous 
studies (Bello et al., 2010; Sachse et al., 2012; Sachse 
et  al., 2013). These contradicting results can be 
explained by differences in drilling methods with the 
settings of the machines (e.g. drill size and drill speed) 
and the characteristics of composites that contained 
MNO (e.g. the thickness of the sample drilled, tensile 
stress).

Sawing activities at the workplace were measured 
in two different studies (Methner et al., 2012; Bekker 
et al., 2015) with exposure to NOAA of 2000 and 
3000 # cm−3, respectively. In two experimental studies, 
sawing activities were simulated (Bello 2009; Gomez 
et al., 2014). Bello (2009) evaluated sawing using hybrid 
advanced composites that included CNTs, but did not 
observe CNTs or bundles of fibres. Ultra-fine particles 

Table 3.  Activity-effect estimates for drilling experiments with NF and FF results. In bold, markers determinants 
(P < 0.05) associations with air concentrations.

NF

Instruments Determinant GMR SE P-value

Number concentrationDiSCmini: 

10–300 nm

Material: MWCNTs versus OP 1.02 1.41 0.94

Drilling size: 4 versus 8 mm 0.75 1.41 0.40

Particle sizeSMPS, 11.3–514 nm Material: MWCNTs versus OP 1.14 3.61 0.92

Drilling size: 4 versus 8 mm 1.03 3.53 0.98

Particle sizeAPS, 500 nm–20 µm Material: MWCNTs versus OP 1.06 1.09 0.49

Drilling size: 4 versus 8 mm 0.98 1.09 0.85

Particle sizeELPI +, 6 nm–10 µm Material: MWCNTs versus OP 1.03 1.03 0.25

Drilling size: 4 versus 8 mm 1.02 1.03 0.43

FF

Instruments Determinant GMR SE P-value

Number concentrationDiSCmini: 

10–300 nm

Material: MWCNTs versus OP 0.86 1.15 0.28

Drilling size: 4 versus 8 mm 1.08 1.15 0.57

Particle sizeSMPS, 11.3–514 nm Material: MWCNTs versus OP 0.86 4.15 0.92

Drilling size: 4 versus 8 mm 1.01 4.18 0.99

Particle sizeAPS, 500 nm–20 µm Material: MWCNTs versus OP 0.95 1.10 0.59

Drilling size: 4 versus 8 mm 1.04 1.10 0.71

Particle sizeELPI, 7 nm–10 µm Material: MWCNTs versus OP 0.93 1.04 0.09

Drilling size: 4 versus 8 mm 0.99 1.04 0.87
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were detected, which were correlated to the different 
matrix thicknesses tested. Gomez et al. (2014) studied 
the particle release effect of sawing with epoxy and paint 
nanocomposites, which included CNTs. The sawing 
tests were performed with a Skil Masters (4585) jig saw. 
The different number concentrations with ELPI varied 
between 1.2E6 and 1.6E6 # cm−3, which the authors 
explained by different hardness of the testing materials 
and subsequent differences in the motor load of the 
saw. These experimental studies support our data, but 
the relatively low concentrations found in the actual 
workplace deviate from our findings. Where Methner 
et al. (2012) and Bekker et al. (2015) performed personal 
measurements, the experimental studies including ours 
used stationary measurements in the NF and FF. These 
deviations may be explained by differences in the sawed 
material, the sawing machine, and the circumstances 

at the workplace that is normally not comparable to a 
testing room.

In this research, we showed the effect of potential 
exposure determinants. Energy level (sawing speed) 
had a significant effect on both the particle number 
concentration and the particle size distribution. Ding 
and Riediker (2015) evaluated the stability of particles 
with increasing energy levels, using different types of 
nanomaterials. An increasing energy applied to the 
materials was related to higher number concentrations 
and smaller airborne particles (11–1083 nm), which was 
in agreement with our findings. Although not always 
significantly different, mechanical ventilation showed 
lower concentrations when comparing 3.5–0 ACH. The 
effect of mechanical ventilation as an exposure control 
for chemical substances was studied and summarized 
in ECEL and varied between a 35 and 83% reduction 

Table 4.  Activity-effect estimates for sawing experiments with NF and FF results. In bold, markers determinants 
(P < 0.05) associations with air concentrations.

NF

Instrument Determinant GMR SE P-value

Number concentration

DiSCmini: 10–300 nm

Material: MWCNTs versus OP 0.92 1.41 0.81

Sawing speed: 410 versus 880 m min−1 58.73 1.41 <0.01

Ventilation: 0 ACH versus 3.5 ACH 0.53 1.41 0.06

Particle size

SMPS, 11.3–514 nm

Material: MWCNTs versus OP 0.86 2.18 0.85

Sawing speed: 410 versus 880 m min−1 0.77 2.12 0.73

Ventilation: 0 ACH versus 3.5 ACH 0.96 2.13 0.96

Particle size

APS, 500 nm–20 µm

Material: MWCNTs versus OP 0.98 1.04 0.64

Sawing speed: 410 versus 880 m min−1 0.95 1.04 0.23

Ventilation: 0 ACH versus 3.5 ACH 1.01 1.04 0.72

Particle size

ELPI +, 6 nm–10 µm

Material: MWCNTs versus OP 0.91 1.05 0.06

Sawing speed: 410 versus 880 m min−1 1.15 1.05 0.01

Ventilation: 0 ACH versus 3.5 ACH 0.96 1.05 0.45

FF

Instrument Determinant GMR SE P-value

Number concentration

DiSCmini: 10–300 nm

Material: MWCNTs versus OP 0.45 1.42 0.02

Sawing speed: 410 versus 880 m min−1 22.07 1.43 <0.01

Ventilation: 0 ACH versus 3.5 ACH 0.74 1.42 0.39

Particle size

SMPS, 11.3–514 nm

Material: MWCNTs versus OP 1.06 2.16 0.94

Sawing speed: 410 versus 880 m min−1 0.85 2.16 0.84

Ventilation: 0 ACH versus 3.5 ACH 1.15 2.18 0.86

Particle size

APS, 500 nm–20 µm

Material: MWCNTs versus OP 0.96 1.04 0.28

Sawing speed: 410 versus 880 m min−1 0.94 1.04 0.11

Ventilation: 0 ACH versus 3.5 ACH 1.02 1.04 0.57

Particle size

ELPI, 7 nm–10 µm

Material: MWCNTs versus OP 0.92 1.02 <0.01

Sawing speed: 410 versus 880 m min−1 1.08 1.02 <0.01

Ventilation: 0 ACH versus 3.5 ACH 0.86 1.02 <0.01
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(Fransman et al., 2008). The authors are not aware of 
specific information on the mitigation of exposure to 
nanomaterials using mechanical ventilation. In this 
study, the (non-significant) effect for sawing was 47% 
in the NF (GMR = 0.53, P = 0.06) and 26% in the 
FF (GMR = 0.74, P = 0.39). However, such values are 
strongly dependent on room size and the effective speed 
of mixing of air in the study area.

Studying the release of NOAA due to abrasive 
activities on MNO-containing materials in relation to 
real workplace situations will continue to be challenging 
as a large variation exists in treated materials, 
processes, and circumstances at the workplace, 
subsequently influencing potential exposure. Taking 
this into consideration, the strengths of this study are 
the use of tools with no particle emissions potentially 
disturbing the experiments, the relative large number 
of experiments, and the thorough statistical analyses. 
In addition, the reproducibility and repeatability of 
the results were good comparing the individual results 
of the three experiments performed in triplicate (see 
Supplementary Tables 1–4, available at Annals of 
Work Exposures and Health online). For release rate 
measurements, it is preferred to have direct sampling 
of the emission from the source or homogeneously 
mixed air from the source. The actual release rates 
in this study can only be backwards modelled and 
currently represent concentrations levels (Koivisto 
et  al., 2017). Although experiments studying the 
release rates are relevant for modelling the human and 
environmental risks, the derived effects of the different 
determinants in this study are directly applicable to 
the actual workplace. Also, the effect of ventilation on 
nanoparticle concentrations in air cannot be tested with 
release measurements, but needs more quantitative data 
as its effectiveness for NOAA is currently only limited 
tested (Goede et al., 2018). The three instruments we 
used for the particle size distribution [SMPS, APS, and 
ELPI(+)] varied in the measured size range, response 
time, and working mechanism, which resulted in 
different outcomes. Ideally, these instruments show 
similar trends and it should be possible to compare 
results and be conclusive about the outcomes. However, 
no significant results were found for the APS as the 
measurement range is 0.5–20 µm, whereas mostly 
small particles were detected. In addition, the SMPS 
had a response time of 1 min, meaning only a limited 
number of data were collected per experiment, which 
resulted in relatively large SEs. Due to the advantages 
and disadvantages of each instrument, a combination 
of direct reading instruments (for particle number 
concentrations and particle size distributions) is still 

recommended in future research. In addition, offline 
analyses are needed as none of the currently available 
direct reading instruments are specific and distinguishes 
between particle types (e.g. process- and non-process-
related nanoparticles).

Conclusion

The experiments in this study give a first indication of the 
effect of the evaluated determinants on NOAA release 
during sawing and drilling in polymer car bumpers and 
consequently on the potential worker exposure. An 
increase in the energy level of the abrasive activity results 
in melted carbon-rich particles during sawing, but the 
added nanomaterials were not liberated from matrix. 
Mechanical ventilation was (somewhat) effective in the 
reduction of exposure, whereas no differences in release 
were found for car bumpers with different MNO of the 
same tensile stress. Although this study was conducted 
in an experimental setting, the outcomes are translatable 
to similar processes in a non-experimental setting 
such as the workplace or a consumer scenario. As the 
toxicological properties of the released particles are still 
unknown, future efforts are needed to properly protect 
workers, which should aim for realistic risk assessments 
not only focused on the pristine engineered particles.

Supplementary Data

Supplementary data are available at Annals of Work 
Exposures and Health online.
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